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                                 Events  That Encourage Me to Learn  

      I planned  to register for classes  and start my education from Fall semester and prepared to 

be go to school and be active in class. However when I understand classes will be online I was 

little bit  upset. My major is learning Finance  and I wanted to be in class around my classmates 

and help to each other.I would love go to college and studying something new but COVID-19 

shut down all the schools and University in the country  All the world suffers from COVID-19, 

so all the classes started go online to protect students from each other.. However I expected to go 

school, sit in class and learn from my professor in person. Although as much as I hate to say this, 

having this pandemic changed my narrative on learning in a positive way. For instance, having 

this pandemic taught me new ways of learning and being more independent. Even though this 

has been dreadful experience for the most of us I can say that it offered me opportunities to 

become a better thinker and be more independent. The main thing is be ready to learn all the time 

no matter what situation around us.  

         When went to high school I was asking questions from my teacher and get information 

easy and faster, , it helped me get good grades and learn next lesson easier. Leaning online is 

difficult then studying in class because most of the time students should do classwork by 

themselves and learn at home from Internet. Some of the classes explains by professor on the 

Zoom but some of the classes doesn’t have any online meetings which means students can’t get 
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answer to their questions. In addition, the most of the time study from internet takes more time 

because to search answers student’s questions from internet takes more time to get exact answer. 

The big problem is some students can’t understand lessons well without helping professor’s and 

fail their exams and spend extra time to learn again from beginning. My opinion is all the online 

classes should be on the Zoom meetings and explaining by professor to achieve success in future. 

I have my  goal is to learn as mush as possible from online classes and pass my exams, so I’m 

learning after online classes from YouTube which gives me understanding the lessons. The main 

point is to try find light on the tunnel even it is hard, I mean when students  want get success they 

need to work hard and find different ways to learn then it  will show good results.  

         People should be strong and keep going to live without panic because living with negative 

emotions doesn’t let go to right way and it will damage our live’s. The most of the people 

staying home and doing nothing. However there many tings to do from home such as studying 

online, working online stores and do exercises from home without going outside. I have my 

schedule which let me do all the things on time and be successful. This pandemic time teaches us 

to be independent from home and be responsible to our school and jobs. I have never imagined to 

do too many things from home without going outside but we living in technology century, so we 

can do all the things from home. The main point is be confident and try to do with motivation. In 

last, people don’t have to lose hope and stay one place without action. Everything will be okay 

when people thinks positively to life.   

 


